
The Platform Leading 
Organizations Trust 
With Their Websites

Built To Optimize Web Experience
Monsido's platform allows its users to take control of their websites. 
With its intuitive dashboard and set of powerful features, Monsido is 
truly revolutionizing the way websites are run.

About The Platform
Monsido works by scanning your website and finding errors
and optimization opportunities which would have otherwise been 
overlooked. In addition to ADA accessibility issues, Monsido also
finds broken links, misspellings, SEO issues, missing scripts,
content policies and more.

Our Mission Is To Make Your Job Easier
We work closely with our customers to ensure we deliver what
they really need to run their websites effectively. As website roles 
continue to change in today's demanding environment, websites
need a solution which can be equally used by tech teams, content 
creators and admins alike. Monsido allows you to have unlimited users 
and delegate roles to each of them. With weekly reports and 
prioritization, your team saves hundreds of hours and important website 
errors are never overlooked.

Learn more about how Monsido can help you at www.monsido.com
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All-in-One Platform

Want to see how Monsido works? Schedule a free demo with us.
www.monsido.com/request-demo

Monsido proudly partners with leading organizations across the USA

A Simple Solution For
ADA Website Compliance
Monsido is a powerful tool which finds Section 508 and WCAG 2.0 issues on your website and reports them all in a 
user-friendly dashboard. Monsido isn't just about finding issues though. It is about making accessibility understandable. 
With its clear breakdown of issues and explanations of how to fix them, your entire team - regardless of technical 
ability and knowhow - will feel confident building a better, accessible website.

After your first scan, you will be able to see exactly how your website is performing in
terms of accessibility. You can get an overview of performance in the dashboard or view all issues
by guideline and compliance level. With this information, you will be able to set clear policies to
ensure accessibility issues are fixed and never occur again.

At Monsido, we understand that most website admins are not accessibility experts. That is why
Monsido has included an in-app Help Center which contains clear instructions on what the
guideline is, steps on how to fix issues and even examples of code  which pass/fail.
Monsido also provides a variety of additional support including training guides, webinars and 
live support.

The Support You Need

Fix Accessibility Issues In Minutes
Monsido integrates with your CMS to save you time. Simply choose the issue you want to fix and 
Monsido will take you right to the page where it occurs. Your team will be able to fix accessibility 
issues with just a few clicks. If you aren't sure how to fix an issue, you can always check with our 
Help Center for instructions on how to proceed.

See Exactly How Your Website Is Performing
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